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Historically, handicapped children have stood last
in line for desirable educational space. Their class-
roomS have been m outworn or obsolescent buildings,
minimally modified basements, and renovated garages.
In one instance, trainable retarded children in a north-
ern region were transported to an aticient, woodframe
hut whose only heat was from open, coal-burning,
pot-bellied stoves. The splintery, damp floor and the
rest of the space were lit by four bare light bulbs.
That facility was located less ihan 10 yards from a
newly constructed elementary school costing $2.5
million dollars.

liirclz and Joh stone

-FRE, MING III_ "DICAPPED

recent American writings tin facilities for
L.1.1 the handicapped make it quite clear that such

_ scenes will no longer be tolerated. llicce has been
0 no sudden outpouring ()I new funds to build new

facilities. Instead, there has been an outpouring of
w laws and court decisions that will move those

liandicap1ied childien aer ) gap and
into the new school to sit beside their brothers and
sisters, their neighbors, and, it experience breeds

derstanding, their friends.
Estimates vary as to the percentage of the pnpu

that can be characterized as handicapped or
disabled. but according to Educational Facilities
I al)oratorics approximately 10 percent of national
public school students have one or more disaWdi7
ties. Of these, around 30 percent are retarded to
some degree, another 30 percent have mikl snecch
impairments or learning difficulties, 18 percent are
physically handicapped, 14 percent are emo I ionally
disturbed, and the rest are hearing and sight int.
paired. Providing facilities for this clientele,
whether in new or Lxisting structures, is estimated
to account for almost 20 percent of current educa-
tional construct ion.
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I he literature also stresses the Iitcrngullcntls
nature of the disahlcd population. Their abilities
and limitations arc so varied that no stand2rds
that can be printed in black and white can answer
all their needs. Again, concern lor the individuals is
more vital to success than concern for meeting
specifications that were designed with the non-
existent "average" disabled person in mind.
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to consider when planning facilities for main-
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1[i'.ch, Jack W and Johnstone, It, Kenneth. Designing
Schools and Schoolig for the fiandin:pped. A Guide to the
Dynamic Interaction Of Space, instructional Materials,
Facilities, Educational Objectives and Teaching Methods.
1975.229 pages. ED 122 437,

hot- Birch and Johnstone, facilities cannot be isolated
from other factors when schooling for the handicapped is
hiAng planned. The educational philosophy behind any pro-
gram must be based On 3 recognition of the individual needs,
of ;all children, handicapped or not, as well as on society's
expectations of what the end result of education should be,
hducational facilities cannot be designed effectively unless
they are designed to facilitate the kinds of instruction
desired, to accommodate the kinds of materials to be used,
and to promote a positive response in the students,

The elimination of architectural barriers is not enough to
open facilities to the handicapped. Education is no longer
merely a matter ill academic instruction enclosed in a box,
Spaces must be provided to teach social Interaction, espe-
cially for those whose physical, mental, or emotional
disabilities can make such it,. 'traction more difficult to
achieve. For the retarded, this type of space can include
individually reserved, "private" space; for the emotionally
dist urbed, spaces permitting high activity levels are
important.

Birch and Johnstone's book treats the theory involved in
planning educational facilities, including the changing
expectations of education, in greater detail than does any
other document listed here. They leave standards and sped.
fications to others largely because they feel decisions about
individual spaces and equipment must be based on local
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admit
special facilities arc

,s are more speirad
people have refused

to incorporate them in their buildings routinely. The kvell-
acijustea disabled person has accepted his or her special
needs and is handlcapped primarily by the refusal of others

ritioerio-e o)i- ni Or;;5- tyct fcC11,,VICS rr
t'VCryWhere Win they cease to be considerea special and
insi.ead he seen is normal facilities for ordinary people
w ail :SpcCtill needs.-

In the case of schools, children Ade to communicate
(info is cli enough adjusted to their disabilities to rvalize that
succei, in the football field is relatively unimportant)
thouid be able tit use rnost normal facilities successfully,
given the right opportunities. In fart, one of the most
important aspects of providing adequate facilities is making
sun: Ow stm a the school is aware of the need to make
allowances And tines not resent having to do so.

This bWIK contains thousands of 4zecilieations based on
antbropometrks and on the dimensions of prosthetic
devices.all clearly presented with diagrams in a welhordercd

-ence section,
Otder copies from R..) 1 lost ituti f British Ar-h'
tects. 66 Portland Place. .ondon WI, England.

Kliment. Stephen A. into Mainstream. A Syllabus for a
Barrierub Emil-re) n men , Washington, D.C.: American
Institute of Architects, 1975.5,1 pages. El) 112 492.

Mainstreaming cannot end at graduation. Successful
mainstreamini:: ;he educational system will produce a
generation of 5,uple ready to enter tile ',IS full partners if
society is ready to accept therth Educators must be aware
not only of how well students succeed in school but also of
how well they are being prepared for life outside. And if
their labor is not to be in vain, educators Ahould also be
concerned about how well that world outside is preparing
itself for use by ail its citizens.

Luckily, a growing awareness of the needs and the
potential of the handicapped is making stricter standards
for barrier-free construction more and more acceptable to
the public. Educators can help to assure that their efforts in
sehool lead to rewarding lives outside school by working
with other concerned citizens on task forces or slanding
committees to influence decision-makers and the general
public, to conduct surveys of local conditions, and to pre-
pare guidebooks and other materials. The expertise gained

hs _s through daily contact with the handicapped in
a mainstreaming sizuatian si-,auld be invaluable to those
planning noneducational factiities.

One major design element that mu5t hc ((Insider is the
"interdependence of prosthetic devices,- This means that
any equipment used to provide the disabled with access to
facilities, front wheelchairs to raised numbers on elevator
buttons, la .0 be of use only if the disabled persons can get
to the equipment b iise it or if the equipment will get them
somewhere they want to go. Ihrough its adaptation for
mainstreamlng, the school provides a series of prosthetic
devices that lead the disabled at least to graduation. The
question is whether the graduates will be able to cross the
threshold into society in order to pot their education to
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Lott, Leroy A., Jr.; Iludak, Barb a J.; and Scheetz. Janet
A. Strategies and Techniques for Mainstrearnirzg: A Re-
source Room Handbook. Monroe, Michigan: Monroe
County Intermediate School District, 1975. 249 pages. ED
117 890,

The establishment of a resource room program requires
careful administrative consideration. The regular classroom
teacher and the resource room teacher must cooperate to
identify those who need help and ascertain that they get it.
Who is to bc served must be specified in advance. The
authors discuss 12 models that can be followed in establish-
ing the mutual responsibilities of the users of the facility,
including consultation, inservice training for regular
teachers, counseling, and teaching itself. Lott and his col-
leagues noa that by opening the resource room to non-
handicapped students, including gifted children, who can
benefit from individual attention, the stigma -of using a
special space can be removed for all users.

4



I hrec areas sho del id in the room its
individual study area, a group stin area, and a "reinforce-
ment- area, Individual spaces are ideal for the locat,,m
learning machines and individually used audiovisual equip-
ment, The reinforcement area provides a relaxed Amos=
phere with rugs. uph Istered furniture, magazines. arid
other materials used to associate positive feelings
learning.

-lhe document extensivel cove.
room theory and practice, in it itiGn tI

room's nature as a facility.
Order copies from Leroy Lott upervisor for Special
Erfacation Programs, INlinic-oe itmtv
school District, 1101 South Raisinville Road, Monroe,
Michigan -IS Gi . Si 2.50,
Order mt fi-om EI)RS 50,S3s Specify EB nuinSer,
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Molloy larrr. in, Handicapped Child in the Everyday
Classroom,- Phi Delia appan. 56, 5 (January 1975), pp,

I i :4t),
Molloy, citing Wolfensberger, states that "research

evidence shows .. that handicapped children learn less
with vained teachers_ small segregated classes, and special
materiaiz than they learn when integrated into large classes
with regular teachers and classmates years ahead of them,"
Perhaps the most effective way to achieve such integration
is to provide special resource centers in conjunction with
regular classrooms, where alt students can benefit from
special equipment or methods as thes need them.

Such centers need not he restricted to special sensory-
Input environments and physical therapy units ferr the
physically impaired. Emotionally disturbed children have
been found to respond favorably to open space learning,
which allows them to establish independent activities and
relationships within smaller groups without the burden of

Kon-O-Soa Elementary Graod RApids Mion Photo courtesy

rk

CI LITI THE HANDICAPPED

close and formal adult supervision, By th very act of
ei,tablishing his or her own territory. the disturbed child
invests it with therapeutic qualities and turns it into an
"invrsihle resource center,

The mentally retarded and learning-disabled can be
assisted through the use of learning centers where anyone
needing learning skills, including self-discipline and concen.
tration, cart be taught on a more individual basis. A three-
step technique called the Madison School Plan first captures
interest and attention through a variety of materialA and
methods, then places the child in a more formal setting
where cooperation with others is encouraged, and finally
tests thr st_,thimt-s to cope with the school's 5tandard
learning environm-nt before returning to the original
classroom,

Nlolloy, Larry. One out of Ten: School Plannin,
Handicapped. 'ork: Educational Facilities Lahoraw-

, 974. 26 pages. . 097 777.
Many recent lawsuits against school systems in the

d States have resulted in decisions that together make
up a "bill of rights" for the handicapped. T:ftese rights in-
clude "free public education for all handkapped children
regardles5 of the class or the severity of their handicap: an
education appropriate to each child's individual needs,
including toilet training and self-grooming L.'s reasonable
educational objectives treatment and therapy in accord-
ance with the disability and the right of the least restric-
tive alternative." This last right means that "handicapped
children should be placed where they can obtain the best
education at the least distance away from mainstream
society."

Facilities for the handicapped usually consist of either a
special building or a special restricted Aing. The "cascade"

!,11- Dir of Edutatorr& FaCility Plannina
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mainstreaming can vary considerably% using one or several
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Morgan, Michelle, "Beyond Disa Broader Defini-
tion of Architectural Barriers, journal, (May
I ray, 7,0-7,3. 14 I '38 050.

People are handicapped not liv their disabilities buit by
the barriers placed before them by architects, designers, and
others, In tact, according to Morgan, eseryone except the
"ideal ioer, who can be described as a "large, healthy,
adult male in his latc teens or early 20s, is handicapped to
some degree. Revolving doors, for example, present barriers
and even (Fingers not only to the disabled but to parents

ith children, older pelsolIS, thosu carrying parcels, preg-
nant women, and children by themselves, [hose in wheel-
chairs %%mild be completrqy excluded if no other entrances
were available. Planning li3r the full range of potential users
of any facility should make access easier to all,

"Mere are occasional conflicts, of course. The blind find
the clear distinction between curb and street helpful,
The curb cut designed to assist those in wheelchairs might
even cause the blind to lose balance in some cases it is

best NI provide alternatives stairs as well as ramps, for
instance,

Once the disabled gain access, they may be handicappet
emotionally by their surroundings. If facilities provided arc
too obtrusive, with large or numerous labels calling atten-
tion to their use by "different'. people, it could not only
prove embarrassing for the disabled who must use them but
also deter their use by people who would benefit from the
easiett access but do not want to share the cultural stigma
attached to using such special equipment.

1 1.
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Are 'four Facilities Suitable?" 2 nerican School and Uni-
t'ers -17, 2 (October 1974), pp. 25-33. EJ 105 S20 .

learn how recent court decisions and state .iborm

mandating mainstreaming have affected schools, .-Irnerica7-
School and I7niz.ersity surveyed "schools, colleges, archi-
tects, consultants, and organizations for handicapped
persons.- I his special report presents the 1 indings as a series
of brief case histories.

The Urbain Plavan School in California was designed to
integrate orthopedically handl( apped and typical children.
One of the areas surrounding a central learning center has
special equipment for the handicapped, but these students
share all other areas in a building designed for the easiest
and fastest possible travel from one area to any other.

Wisconsin school playground includes a multilevel
pla., structure, a "Trike Run,- landscaping, sand and plant
plas areas, and other equipmeta, all designed for use by
both the handicapped and the nonhandkapped. Design ele-
ments from therapeutic equipment were included so that
play activities would give the greatest possible benefit to
users. Hard surface.s make travel easy, and raised planters,
sand and water play areas, and workbenches make many
activities available to those confined to wheelchairs. The
area was funded entirely by voluntary gifts.

Improvements at the college level include special trans-
portation systems, telephone intercoms for class participa-
tion by those unable to travel, and a wheelchair rep,nr
service located on campus. The provision of special maps
and guidebooks to inform the handicapped of potential
barriers and easiest a, ',ss to services is especially valuable
to the college studeiii ising with a large and complex
campus.

Steinfeld, Edward, Barrier _ Fr.e Access to the Man-Made
Environment-21 Review of (3urrent Literature. Interim
Report. Syracuse, New York: School -1 Architecture,
Syracuse University, 1975. 45 pages. El) l2 855.

The American National Standards Institute's "American
Standard Specifications for Making Buildings and Facilities
Accessible to and Usable by the Physically Handicapped"
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Yuker, Ilartdd and 0 .rs. (V

tu,nal arra euluon for Ilavioitirri
Iiy l'h vtit ltisoblia -or's. Design of a School far
Physo Disabled Students.. Albertson, New York: Unman
Resources Center, 1965. 13 pages. El) 031 022.

Educational fat dines for the physically disabled liouIeI
allow for maximum Unit...pendency of the student while pro=
viding training for transition to thc outside world. The
independent student develops a better self-concept and
requires help from the staff. On the other hand, when
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I he chum-tient also discusses occupational training
centers, recreational areas, cafeteria design, the library .

ming pools, sanitary lacatt les. closets and ()the;
still tge. and parkIng areas

(trder front MRS. MI; 50,83 lic 53,50, Specify LI)
tumawr,

N'uker liarold E., and others, The Modification
tunial Equipment and CUrrIC uturn for Maxiirlain t izatton
by Physically Disabled Persons, Educational awl School
Equipincnt Jar Pnysicaliy 1 S(u!et.e Albertson,
New York: !Inman Resources Crtucr. 1967. 66 pages. El)
034 385.

Citing the dxperienCcs of the Human Resources Center
in proyhimg education tor hoth able-bodied md disabled
thildren in the same facilities. Yuker and hi,s coauthors do
not simply go along with traditional approaches to main-
streaming the handicapped. In addition to stating that care
in the _selection and location of standard equipment is more
important than seeking expensive and often insufficiently
flexible special equipment, they offer several insights into
problems that the Inexperienced might not toresee.

A greenhouse. they argue, is not -as esoteric a piece of
equipment as it might seem when the normal experience of
the disabled child is considered. Often restricted to an in-
dtmr, urban enviromnent, such a child only rarely comes
into close contact with the natural world. A greenhouse
allows visual contact as well as gives the child a chance to
get close enough to the soil for real involvement.

'Fhe authors are also concerned over the segregation of
physical (lineation and physical therapy facilities, beli,:ving
that this proves "self-defeating since the goal of adapted
physical education is the integration of these two factors."

Use of nonspecialized equipment such as mirrors and
audiovisual equipment can greatly facilitate learning for the
disabled. This document concentrates on equipment (with
the realization that training the disabled with standard
materials will make for an easier transition to life outside
the school) more than on facilities. A list of manufacturers
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iv Physically Disabled Prrci, n e, 1hr !rnnuport at in n
Physically Disabled Students. Albertson, New York Human
Resources center, 1967. 3s pages. LI) 034 3S-E

Accessibilitx of areas ,,,athin a building is :mpuirtint tor
the pltysically handicapped, but only if they tan gel to the
building in the first place. While this monograph does not
address the question of how to locme facilities for maxi-
mum use, it does recognize, that getting disabled children
into sale vehicles for transport to the learning center is an
important concern.

Use of standard school buses has been successful hut has
many drawbacks, among which are the frequent need for
assistants to help students orl and oft, the time required tor
moving the children, and the sense of dependency fostered.

!fuses with hydraulic lifts make wheelchair loading easier,
as do the large rear and side doors of many vans, installa-
tion of safety devices such as wheel locks and specialized
safety belts is also necessary.

Transportation is eased by mainstreaming in many eases,
since travel time for students is reduced and transportation
routes shortened. When a central school is used, feeder
routes are suggested, hy which is meant the use ot vans to
collect children at a central point for transfer to larger
vehicles.
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haus, Alan NI. Enizrriment s for the Ilandi
capped, Educational Pacilities Review Series, No other
Eugene, Oregon: ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational
Management, University of Oregon, 1972. 6 pages.
ED 060 791 ME $0.83 I1C 51.67. Provides a brief analysis
of literature on facilities for the handicapped, including
mth basic building criteria and research into total
environmental requirements as treated in 24 references
from the ERIC system through early 1972.

Council for Exceptional Children. Physical Fac
Selected Bibliography, Exceptional Child Bibliography
Series No, 634, Reston, Virginia: Information Center on
Exceptional Children, 1973. 27 pages, ED 084 765 M
$0.83 IIC 82,06. Contains approximately 100 abstracts of
documents reflecting thinking prior to 1973 on the full
range of facilities for the handicapped. Some but not all are
available through the ERIC system,
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Dal-rifler. John Help Eliminate trbuctusl Barriers.
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State University Construction Fund, ;11 -dales
t_ the Physically Handicapped. Albany, New

York: 1967, 43 pages. ED 029 439 NIT 5(1.83 IIC 52.06 .
iso vailable from State University Construction Fund,

194 Washington Avenue, Albany, New York 12210.)
A classic compilation of standards for construction and
modification of facilities for use by both the permanently
and the temporarily handicapped. Contains a 19item
bibliography,

Unive of Wisconsin. .4rchitectural _Barriers to Physz=
(ally Disabled Persons in Wisconsin's Vocational, Technical,
and Adult Education System. Final Heport. Menomonie,
Wisconsin: Center for Vocational, Technical, and Adult
Education, 1971 135 pages. El) 115 941 ME 30.83
11C 37.35. Describes a method for generating a checklist of
stauuclards against which schools throughout the state can be
measured for accessibility to the physically handicapped.

I ti Educational Rt mrces Intorination Center (ERIC) is a national information system operated by the National Institute of Education.ERIC

serses educators liy disseminatMg research results n d other resource information that can be used in developing more effective educational pro-
grams. The ERIC Clearinghouw on Educational Management, one of several such units in the system, was established at the University of Oregon
in 1966, rite Clearinghouse and its companion units process research reports and journal ankles for announcement in ERIC's index and abstract
bulletins. Research reports are announced in lliirourees in I.:duration (111E), available in many libraries and by subscription for $42,70 a year from
the I uutiu I St4tcs cioernment Printing Office, Washington, O.C. 20402Journal articles arc announced in Current Index to Journals in Education.
(.111; is also available in man y. libraries and can be ordered for S62 a year from Macmillan Information, 21611. Brown Street, Riverside, New Jersey
ost)75, Besides processing documents and journal articles, the Clearinghouse prepares bibliographies, literature reviews, mqnographs, and other
interpretive research studies on topics in its educational area.

I his publication Wds prepared pursuant ta a contract with the National Institute of Education, U B: Department of Health. Education, and
ellare. contractors undertaking such projects under government sponsorship are encouraged to express freely their judgment in professionaland

tedmical matters. Prior to publit:tition, the manuscript was submitted to the Council of Educational Facility Planners, International, for critical
review and determination of professional competence. This publication has met such standards. Points of view or opinions, however, do not neces-
sarily represent the official view or opinions n I either the Cmmeil of Educational Facility Planners, international, or the National institute of
Education.
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